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ABSTRACT

Data augmentation is a technique which enhances the size and
quality of training data such that deep learning or machine
learning models can achieve better performance. This paper
proposes a novel way of applying data augmentation for child
speech recognition in the low data resource scenario. Data
augmentation is achieved by modifying existing adult speech
signals. The procedure consists of two main parts, resam-
pling, and time scaling. The experiment involves both speech
from children aged from kindergarten to grade 10, and adults’
speech. We test the proposed method using both a TDNN-
HMM and a GMM-HMM acoustic model. The results show
that the proposed data augmentation scheme achieves a rela-
tive 7.95% reduction of WERs compared with 4.56% relative
reduction when using a traditional bilinear frequency warping
approach.

Index Terms— Data augmentation, children’s speech
recognition, TDNN-HMM, GMM-HMM

1. INTRODUCTION

The need for automatic child speech recognition (ASR) sys-
tems has grown rapidly because child ASR plays an important
role in the interaction between children and modern digital
devices. Even though remarkable progress has been achieved
in the area of adult ASR systems, the performance of child
ASR systems degrades considerably [1]. A reasonable ex-
planation is that there exist several mismatches between
children’s speech and adults’ speech with respect to acoustic
and linguistic characteristics [1, 2, 3]. These mismatches
are caused by physiological and developmental differences
[4], and are augmented by insufficient linguistic knowledge
applicable to remedy these differences.

Previous studies have investigated several methods to im-
prove the performance of child ASR systems. Vocal Tract
Length Normalization (VTLN) [5] attempts to reduce the
inter-speaker variability and normalize the speech spectra
space by frequency warping, using a maximum log-likelihood
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method. It has been applied to child ASR systems [1] show-
ing some improvements. Serizal et al [6] applied VTLN into
a hybrid DNN - HMM ASR system and achieved 20% rela-
tive improvement of phone error rate (PER). Azizi et al [7]
applied VTLN into an isolated word recognition system, and
found out the improvement of adult model was more than
child model after using VTLN.

Speaker adaptive training [8] is another useful technique
which has been applied to child ASR [1]. It aims to reduce the
inter-speaker variability by modeling speaker characteristics
as linear transformations of the speaker independent acoustic
parameters. Sanand et al [9] found out that there was a signif-
icant performance improvement when applying SAT together
with VLTN to a child ASR model.

Recently, more and more researchers try to build child
ASR systems based on DNN. Liao et al [10] built a large vo-
cabulary child ASR system which was used in the YouTube
Kids mobile application. They found that many techniques,
including VTLN, were not effective for their task. The ma-
jor contribution towards better results was the new collected
child speech corpus which has the same size as adult speech
corpus. It also revealed that lack of publicly available child
speech databases holds back the development of child ASR.

Instead of collecting large scale child speech databases, an
effective alternative is to use a technique called data augmen-
tation [11, 12, 13, 14]. Many methods have been proposed for
data augmentation. Some methods seek to increase the vari-
ability of spectrum space by generating artificial spectra such
as vocal tract length perturbation (VTLP) [15] and SpecAug-
ment [16], while others seek to modify formant information
based on linear prediction coding (LPC) [13, 14, 17]. How-
ever, there is still a need for better data augmentation meth-
ods.

In this study, a novel data augmentation method is pro-
posed. It involves temporal and spectral modifications when
linearly shifting the spectra. Then it involves local pertur-
bations at the phase matching stage. A key difference be-
tween the proposed method and past methods is its strategy
to discard the high frequency part information. We compared
our method with other data augmentation methods, and ana-
lyzed the results with respect to age and gender. The proposed
method consistently performed best.
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Fig. 1. A block diagram of proposed method

2. METHODS

Traditional spectral modification based methods seek to find
an optimal mapping between original frequencies and warped
frequencies. In e.g., VTLN this mapping is piece-wise linear
while the mapping is continuous when using a bilinear trans-
form. Sometimes, the time domain modification, for exam-
ple speed perturbation [18], can also improve the recognition
performance. With this in mind, we proposed a method to lin-
early shift the spectra and discard the high frequency informa-
tion while performing speed perturbation. Fig. 2 summarizes
the proposed data augmentation method.

2.1. Resampling

A time discrete sequence, x[nTs], sampled with a sampling
period Ts, can be resampled to a new sampling period Td

through digital interpolation and/or decimation. Down-
sampling x[nTs] when Td > Ts, yields x[nTd].

We propose to process the resampled signal x[nTd] at the
original sampling frequency fs. This results in a linear fre-
quency warp by a ratio of fs/fd, including loss of the high
frequency region (f > fd/2) and a speaking rate speed-up by
a ratio of fs/fd, where fd is the downsampling rate. Whereas
the frequency warp and high-frequency loss is desired, the
change in speaking rate is not and needs to be addressed.

2.2. Time-scaling

The speaking style of children varies considerably. One
significant difference between children’s speech and adult’s
speech is that children’s speaking rate is slower and they
have more pauses while speaking. The operations in section
2.1 speed up the speech signals by a ratio of fs/fd. We,
therefore, slow down the signals and include the variability
of speaking rate in the augmented data. We use time scaling
to achieve this because it tends to change the speaking rate
without alerting the fundamental frequency.

The basic idea is to modify the spectral information
and resynthesize the signals using DFT and the overlap-
add method. A sequence of signals xm[nTs] is divided into
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Fig. 2. Spectral envelopes of a segment of LibriSpeech audio
with (a) no modification, (b) bilinear warping, α = 0.15, (c)
the proposed method, fs = 16kHz, fd = 12kHz, r = 0.75
(d) VTLN, β = 1.3

M overlapping frames where each frame contains N concate-
nated digital samples shifted La samples from the previous
frame. The time duration can be easily extended by changing
La into a larger integer Ls. This is equivalent to playing the
audio r = La/Ls times slower. In order to reduce speech
discontinuities and glitches, a phase vocoder [19] and a Ham-
ming window is be applied to each frame.

The advantage of the phase vocoder is phase matching.
After computing the DFT of i-th frame (Xa[k])i, we kept its
amplitude, and estimated the new phase (ϕs[k])i based on the
information of the phase of previous frame (ϕs[k])i−1:

(∆ϕa[k])i = (ϕa[k])i − (ϕa[k])i−1 − Laωk (1)

(∆pϕa[k])i = mod [((∆ϕa[k])i + π), 2π]− π (2)

(ϕs[k])i = (ϕs[k])i−1 + Ls · (∆pϕa[k])i (3)

After phase modification, we perform an inverse DFT of
Xs = |Xa|eϕs , and resynthesize xt[nTs] using the overlap-
add method. If La/Ls = fd/fs, the original speaking rate is
restored, with the exception of local perturbations caused by
the phase matching. In order to implement time scaling, we
used a speech processing library called Rubberband [20].

2.3. Frequency Warping

In order to compare with spectrum based data augmentation
method, we also implemented other frequency warping meth-
ods, namely bilinear frequency warping and VTLN. The bi-
linear frequency warping is defined by

ωwarp = ω + 2arctan(
α sin(ω)

1− α cos(ω)
) (4)

where α is called the warping factor. For adult-to-child warp-
ing we limit α to be in the range [0.05, 0.15].

For piece-wise linear warping implementation, we used
the Kaldi VTLN tools, and we also limited the VTLN warping
factor β to the range [1.1, 1.3]. Fig.2 illustrates differences
introduced by the frequency warping methods.



Age Male Female
#Sub #Utt #Sub #Utt

6 2 85 7 327
7 5 152 16 1003
8 11 943 18 1166

≥ 9 6 566 11 938

Table 1. Speaker and utterance information of CMU kids
speech corpus

3. EXPERIMENT SETUPS

3.1. Databases

Three databases containing both adult and child speech cor-
pus were used. All of them are American English. The Lib-
riSpeech ASR corpus [21] was used as the adult speech part.
It contains speech from 1210 male and 1128 female adults
reading fiction books. The speech was sampled at 16 kHz. We
specifically used the training set of female speakers because
female voice has a higher pitch than male voice in general.
The female training part contains roughly 300 hours of clean
speech.

The first child speech database was the CMU Kids Cor-
pus [22]. It contains read speech from 76 children aged from
six to eleven. There were 24 male and 52 female speakers.
There were 5180 utterances in all sampled at 16 kHz. Table
1 summarizes the age and utterance information. 3670 (70%)
utterances of the CMU kids corpus were used for training.
and 1510 (30%) utterances were used for testing.

The second child speech database was the CSLU Kids
Speech Corpus [23]. It contains read and spontaneous speech
from approximately 1100 children from kindergarten to grade
10. Only a small portion of read speech from this corpus was
used for training. There were 605 male and 512 female speak-
ers.

Test data were solely from the CMU kids corpus data and
consisted of the 1510 (30%) utterances not used for training.

3.2. Set-ups

All the experiments were performed using the Kaldi speech
toolkit-based recipes for ”cmu cslu kids”. The baseline fea-
tures for the following experiments were Mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCCs). They were extracted using default
Kaldi setting except for one difference, we used the log en-
ergy instead of C0. For normalization, cepstral feature-space
maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) was used and
the fMLLR transformations for the training and test data were
generated using the SAT. There were two types of acous-
tic models explored in this study, GMM-HMM and TDNN-
HMM. The LibriSpeech 3-gram model was used as the lan-
guage model.

Six different combinations of databases were set up for

Training set ASR System
GMM TDNN

CMU 32.45 21.51
CMU + LibriSpeech 34.75 21.88

CMU + CSLU 34.17 21.76
CMU + VTLN warping 36.00 21.99

CMU + Bilinear warping 35.07 20.53
CMU + Proposed method 34.31 19.80

Table 2. Word error rates (WERs) of GMM-HMM, TDNN-
HMM ASR systems training on different combinations of
databases. Each training combination contains same utter-
ances of CMU kids.

training, shown in Table 2. They are (a) CMU data; (b)
CMU data augmented with unmodified LibriSpeech data;
(c) CMU data augmented with CSLU data; (d) CMU data
augmented with warped LirbiSpeech data using VTLN; (e)
CMU data augmented with warped LibriSpeech data using
bilinear warping method; (f) CMU data augmented with
warped LibriSpeech data using proposed method. The recog-
nition performance was evaluated on the CMU test data.
For data augmentation, the number of utterances was fixed
as 2000 for each combination mentioned before. All warp-
ing methods were only applied on LibriSpeech data. For
traditional methods, the choice of warping factor are men-
tioned in section 2.4, while for the proposed method, the
re-sampling frequency fd was randomly selected from a list
[10500, 12000, 13500, 14500, 16000]. Utterances from same
speakers shared the same warping factor or fd. Besides,
speed perturbation factor r is randomly selected in a range
[0.55, 0.85].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Overall Results

Table 2 shows the effect of different data augmentation meth-
ods on the word error rates (WERs) for both GMM-HMM
and TDNN-HMM ASR systems. The first row shows the
WERs of the baseline ASR system trained without augmen-
tation. The next two rows show the WERs of the systems
augmented with unmodified adult and child speech training
data, respectively. The last three rows show the WERs of the
systems augmented with modified adult training speech.

As all the systems were trained with limited child speech
data, it was expected that the WERs should be improved with
more training data. However, for the GMM-HMM systems,
none of them outperformed the baseline model. One possible
explanation is that these methods increased the feature vari-
ations which will cause GMM based systems to learn non-
necessary variations.

As for TDNN-HMM ASR systems, the performance was
improved in the last two rows. VTLN was not effective be-
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Fig. 3. Word error rates (WERs) of GMM-HMM, TDNN-HMM ASR systems grouped by children’s age. Diamonds indicate
outliers.

cause the warp factor was estimated using poor hypotheses.
Our method achieved a relative 7.95% reduction of WERs
than baseline model, which is better than the 4.56% relative
reduction when using a traditional bilinear method.

4.2. Analysis by age

To better compare our method with the traditional bilinear
warping method, we investigated how the WERs were dis-
tributed with respect to age. The age groups were set up ac-
cording to Table. 1. As shown in Fig. 3, the performance
of GMM-HMM ASR systems degraded in all age groups. It
is consistent with the results in Table 2. Our method pro-
duced more outliers, but it is more reliable in the 6 and 7
year-old groups. For most age groups, both data augmenta-
tion methods had a smaller median and a smaller 3rd quartile.
It means if the number of test data is equally distributed with
respect to speakers, both methods could still help to improve
the performance of TDNN-HMM child ASR systems. To our
surprise, the most significant improvement happened in the
6-year-old age group, however the number of the utterances
in this age group is the smallest. As a consequence, this age
group contributed very little to the overall performance im-
provement. The second significant improvement happened
in the age group who is at least 9 years old. This was ex-
pected because we already know that the mismatch between
children’s speech and adults’ speech will decrease with age in
general. One big advantage of the bilinear method is that all
whiskers were smaller than with our proposed method, how-
ever our method had less outliers. It implies that the high
frequency information loss is not always a benefit.

Training Set Gender
Male Female

CMU 22.57 20.97
CMU + Bilinear warping 21.44 20.06
CMU + Proposed method 20.92 19.28

Table 3. Word error rates (WERs) of TDNN-HMM ASR sys-
tems with respect to gender.

4.3. Analysis by gender

We further investigated the WERs with respect to gender,
because the CMU speech database is not a gender-balanced
database. As shown in Table 3, our method outperformed
the bilinear method for both genders and the improvement of
males is more significant than females. One possible expla-
nation is that the percentage of utterance in the 7-8 age group
is less for male speakers compared with female speakers.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed data augmentation method provides a signif-
icant WER reduction for TDNN-HMM based child ASR
systems. We showed comparable or better performance than
the traditional bilinear warping method. We also analyzed
the WER distribution with respect to age, and found out our
method is better for most age groups. Future work includes
optimizing the choice of down-sampling frequency and shift
ratio. Future work also includes evaluating the proposed
method using different languages.
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